Customers Hire A Bike and Get A Community Discount
in Return
A Brisbane Bike Hire Business Taking the Streets By Storm

11th AUGUST 2011 - In July, born and bred Brisbanite Trent Kirkwood hit the streets with some stylish pushbikes, a community focus and a new
rental bike business that comes to you. Bosky Bikes wants to show visitors to our city some of its treasures that are definitely worth the peddling.
Bosky Bikes brings the bike to you, along with a helmet and lock with prices starting from just $15. Renting a Bosky Bike opens up a world of treats for
tourists and points them in the direction of local boutiques, bars and eateries that have partnered with Bosky to offer deals and discounts to customers.
Bosky Bikes is community focused at heart which is what sparked the idea to start a bike hire business in the first place. Seeing any city on a bike is
a wonderful way to do so. You aren’t on a timetable, you aren’t stuck in traffic and if there is a tree or a post well you have found a park, for free! Unlike
other hire schemes, Bosky provide a helmet and a copy of Brisbane’s “Good Guide”, complete with maps of some of the best places to explore. Dotted
along those streets on those maps, you’ll find some lovely locals that have partnered up with Bosky to offer discounts to Bosky riders of up to 10%.
This is putting money back into our community and supporting local business and the efforts they are making to put Brisbane on the map. It also
means that tourists can take home something special from Australian artists from boutiques in West End and Paddington… instead of the standard
fluffy toy Koala.
Bosky provide a convenient drop off and pick up service in the Brisbane city area making it hassle free for travellers. Bosky will meet at your hotel,
lodge or at an agreed pick up point. There are no complicated registration forms, just simple and honest bike hire at it’s best (unlike some other hire
schemes.) Prices start at 1.5 for hours for $20, up to 5 days for $100 plus if you take a photo of yourself on your adventure, you get $5 off.
Bosky Bike Hire Brisbane really are a different breed when it comes to bike hire.
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For additional information on Bosky Bike Hire

C: Trent Kirkwood
P: +61415961002
E: hello@boskybikes.com
W: http://www.boskybikes.com
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